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REPAYMENT OF RELOCATION EXPENSES TO EMPLOYERS

It is not uncommon for employees to take a new position with a company only to leave after a few months. This can result in the loss of as much as $50,000 in
recruiting fees, relocation payments made to and for the new employees, and training. This article will discuss one method of recouping some of those costs:
requiring employees to bear some of the relocating expenses if they voluntarily leave within a set period of time. Most companies just write off the money
they have given employees for relocation expenses when they depart the company after a short period of time, but this need not be the case.

Many companies are now requiring employees to repay at least some of the expenses the company has provided to help the employee relocate, including
"gross-up" as reported on FORM 4782 - "Employee Moving Expense Information" - which the IRS requires employers to give their employees. Repayment of
relocation expenses is usually based on some type of prorated schedule over a set period of time, usually one to two years, although it could be longer. The
prorated period of time usually starts the day the employee starts work but could begin on the day the final relocation payment is made. If the employee lives
in company-paid housing for six months before moving into a house, then it could be eight months before the prorated repayment period even begins,
depending on when the moving company is paid.

An example of a relocation repayment agreement is such:
In consideration of the relocation benefits I am to receive, I agree that I shall not voluntarily terminate my employment for a period of twenty-four (24)
months from the date on which I last incur relocation expenses. (Example of such expenses includes those for a house-hunting trip, temporary lodging,
moving expenses, etc.) I further agree that if I voluntarily terminate my employment prior to the expiration of the twenty-four (24) month term, I will repay to
my employer a pro rata portion of the relocation expenses for which I have been reimbursed, as well as a pro rata portion of any other relocation expenses
incurred by my employer on my behalf. The amount of repayment is to be calculated based on the number of months remaining in the 24 month term
compared to the total number of months I have agreed to work.
A disclaimer should also be included such as, "I understand that this agreement is not to be construed and is not a guarantee that I shall continue to be
employed for the twenty-four month period."

The employee can be required to sign the agreement as part of the employment agreement, it can be buried in the company relocation policy as long as the
company can prove the employee received the policy prior to accepting the position (although this is not recommended), or the employee could be given a
stipend for signing the agreement. A South Carolina judge has stated the term "voluntary termination" does not cover someone who willfully gets discharged
in order to circumvent the relocation expense reimbursement agreement.

Many companies worry that potential employees might be unwilling to agree to repay relocation expenses in such a tight job market. There are several
reasons potential employees will agree to repay relocation expenses if they voluntarily leave a company within a set period of time:

Most people accepting a new position believe they will be with a company a very long time, so the policy will not affect them.
New employees will not call the policy into question for fear of appearing to be disloyal employees.
Many employees believe the relocation reimbursement policy is unenforceable (they are dead wrong).
They view signing the relocation reimbursement sheet as just one more of those forms one has to sign to get started on the new job.

The courts in many states have upheld relocation reimbursement agreements. Despite an extensive search, the author has been unable to find an instance
where the court did not uphold the agreement. This provides the prospective employer with a means of recouping some of the expenses associated with
filling an open position without sending a negative message to the new employee.

 


